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Announcements
Dr. Belle (the star of the alumni spotlight!) will be hosting a training entitled Helping TraumaExposed Children Succeed: Creating Trauma-Informed Education Systems. This will be on May
1st from 9:00 am – 12:15 pm in 109 Dickey Hall. RSVP to danielle.wilson1@uky.edu
Dr. Fisher was accepted into a program at Yale University funded by the National Institute on
Drug Abuse called Innovation to Impact. Innovation to Impact is a training program that
empowers substance use researchers to translate their innovations from the lab to the world. It
is a 5-day training program in product development and entrepreneurship that teaches
researchers how to identify viable commercial products and efficiently take products to market.
This opportunity also comes with seed funding to help explore the viability of ideas before
taking a product to market. Dr. Fisher’s proposed idea that granted her acceptance into the
program is a community/state mental health/substance use record system that allows
information on adolescents who are receiving services through several community agencies to
have one place where all service providers can be privy to the services rendered. It is her hope
that this type of technology can reduce overlapping services, prevent youth from falling
through the cracks, and increase cost-effectiveness of services. Congrats Dr. Fisher!
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Awards & Recognitions
2018 Arvle and Ellen Turner Thacker Research Fund

Chelsea Arsenault and Colleen Cornelius, PhD students, have
been named 2018 Arvle and Ellen Turner Thacker Research
Fund recipients! This fund was established to provide
minigrants in support of the research efforts of doctoral
graduate students in the College of Education. They each
received $1,000 to support their dissertation research through
the College of Education.

W.O.W (What Outstanding Work) Award

Shelby Kerwin, EdS intern in Kenton Co., has been named a
2018 W.O.W Award recipient! Kenton Co. said,

“In the very short time she has been here, she has WOWED our entire staff with
her perseverance and knowledge of special education law and best practices for
students with special needs. She goes above and beyond just writing evaluation
results. She gets directly involved with the RTI process for individual students by
attending SAT meetings to help develop appropriate interventions. She researches
ideas for strategies and seeks out help from outside our school if there is a
problem to be solved. She strives to meet the needs of ALL students. She
volunteered to lead a PLC for our entire staff regarding behavior interventions
when she observed a need for this training. Shelby truly stands out as a leader in
the area of special education and Kenton County is lucky to have her as a part of
Team Kenton!”

SASP
SASP is planning to write a grant to the Student Government
Association to host an event on students who have experienced
trauma and how educators can best help them in the school
setting.
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2018 Annual Convention
This year’s NASP conference was held in
Chicago, IL from February 13th-16th at the
Hyatt Regency hotel. The theme was
“Power of One.”
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Program Events & News
STEM Summer Camp Workers Needed
Emily Williams (2nd year EdS student) is a graduate assistant at the UK Disability Resource Center and is
looking for students interested in working a 3 day STEM summer camp this July.
When: July 10-12, 2018
Where: UK campus/dorms/medical facilities
Purpose: Allowing the opportunity for a group of approximately 20-25 high school students who identify as
having a diagnosed disability to travel to UK and participate in various activities that showcase the
programs/facilities UK offers specifically in the areas of science, technology, math and engineering (this
particular camp will be mainly focused on health sciences). The camp activities will also be designed to
provide information and exposure to the various resources UK has to offer for students (financial aid,
student government, athletics, DRC, counseling center, vocational rehab counseling). This is being funded
through a federal grant and positions for chaperones will be paid; specifics of hourly rate will be provided
once budget is finalized.
Job: Chaperones are needed to monitor students throughout daily and evening activities. Activities include
campus tours, meals, professional lectures (informal talks) and free time activities. There is a need for
chaperones to stay overnight in the dorms during the nights of July 10 and 11. Schedules will be flexible and
all chaperones are not going to be required to work the full time (i.e. shift changes).
If interested, contact Emily at emily.williams@uky.edu

2017
Annual Ugly
Sweater
Bowling
Party
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Publications

Arsenault, C. E., Fisher, S., Stevens-Watkins, D.,& Barnes-Najor, J. (2018). The indirect effect of ethnic identity on
marijuana use through school engagement: An African American high school sample. Journal of Substance
Use & Misuse, doi: 10.1080/10826084.2017.1412464
Fedewa, A. L., Fettrow, E., Erwin, H. E., Ahn, S. & Farook, M. (in press). Academic- and aerobic-based movement
breaks: Are there differential effects on physical activity and achievement? Research Quarterly in Exercise
and Sport.
Kuravackel, G. M., Ruble, L. A., Reese, R. J., Ables, A. P., Rodgers, A. D., & Toland, M. D. (2018). COMPASS for hope:
Evaluating the effectiveness of a parent training and support program for children with ASD. Journal of
Autism and Developmental Disorders, 48(2), 404-416.
*Priesmeyer, J., Fedewa, A. L. & Toland, M. (2018). Long-term impacts of participation in physical activity during
adolescence. .Journal of School Health.
Ruble, L., Murray, D., McGrew, J. H., Brevoort, K., & Wong, V. W. (2018). A preliminary study of activation, stress,
and self-management of parents of children with Autism Spectrum Disorder. Journal of Child and Family
Studies, 1-10.
Uzuegbunam, N., Wong, W. H., Cheung, S. C. S., & Ruble, L. (2017). ME Book: Multimedia Social Greetings
Intervention for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders. IEEE Transactions on Learning Technologies.

Presentations

Arsenault, C. (2018, March). How white teachers’ identity development translates to classroom interactions with
minority students. Poster presented at the annual Spring Research Conference, Louisville, KY.
Boloor, J., Wong, W. H., Rodgers, A. D., & Ruble, L. A. (2018, February). Parent and teacher ratings of skills in
students with ASD. Paper presented at the National Association of School Psychologists 2018 Annual
Convention, Chicago, IL.
Findley, J. A., Wong, W. H., Rodgers, A. D., Jackson, M. W., & Ruble, L. A. (2018, February). Individualized Education
Program (IEP) quality for transition age youth with Autism. Paper presented at the National Association of
School Psychologists 2018 Annual Convention, Chicago, IL.
Love, A. M. A., Ruble, L. A., Salyers, M. P., McGrew, J. H. (2018, February). Understanding special education teacher
burnout. Paper presented at the National Association of School Psychologists Annual Convention,
Chicago, IL.
Ruble, L., McGrew, J., Adams, M., & Snell-Rood, C. (2018). Randomized controlled trial of COMPASS for transition
age youth with ASD. National Association of School Psychologists, Chicago, IL.
Wong, V., Ruble, L., Yu, Y., & McGrew, J. (2018). Making consultation work: A perspective of multilevelmultidimensional fidelity of COMPASS. National Association of School Psychologists, Chicago, IL.
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Alumni Spotlight
Each newsletter will feature a different UK
School Psychology alumnus to highlight the
variety of experiences in the field!

Clarissa Belle, Ph.D.
When did you graduate from UK with your PhD degree?
December 2013
Since you graduated from UK, where have you worked? Describe your roles.
Organizations Name:
Center on Trauma and Children
College of Medicine University of Kentucky
Dates of Employment:
9/2013-8/2017
Job title:
Supervising Clinician and Training Specialist
Duties
As a supervising clinician, I provided supervision to clinicians on interdisciplinary teams and also
provided direct clinical services performing assessments with caregivers and children within homes
where child maltreatment has been substantiated for custodial and treatment determination.
Assessments consisted of administering psychological rating scales, projective tests, relational
procedures , play evaluations; cognitive and achievement screeners, personality assessments, and
conducting clinical interviews. As a supervising clinician and member of interdisciplinary teams, I
testified in court related to assessment findings and overall treatment and custodial recommendations.

As a training specialist, I co-created a trauma-informed care curriculum for educator and traveled
around KY training over 1,000 educators. I also provided consultation and coaching services to schools
to aid in the development of trauma sensitive environments and engaged in trauma audits of schools’
policies and procedures. Within Fayette County, I trained school personal in administering trauma
measures, such as UCLA-PTSD Reaction Index and providing evidence based trauma treatment,
specifically Cognitive-Behavioral Intervention for Trauma in Schools (CBITS).
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Alumni Spotlight
Clarissa Belle, Ph.D.
Since you graduated from UK, where have you worked? Describe your roles.
Organization Name:
Higher Horizons : Psychological, Training, and Consultation Services
Dates of Employment:
7/2017-Present
Job title:
Private Practice Clinician/ Owner
Duties:
The mission of my private practice is to empower youth, families, and child-serving
systems to thrive in the face of adversity. In pursuit of this mission, I provide therapy
services to trauma exposed youth and provide trauma-informed training and
consultation services to child-serving systems, such as schools. I also partner with
organizations providing services to trauma exposed populations to act as a consulting
psychologist and to provide psychological assessments to clients. Lastly, I am
a psychological consultant for Kentucky Disability Determination Services. This is a role
loosely associated with the mission of my private practice, but the role aligns well with
my skill set. As a psychological consultant, I conduct assessments based on federal
guidelines and make recommendations associated with the severity of individuals
mental health conditions.
In your current position, describe a typical day.
Given my private practice is fairly new, a typical day has yet to be established. My job
duties are diverse and my practice is continuing to evolve. Also, at this time, there are no
other clinicians in my office and I do not have administrative personal. Therefore, I have
to be flexible and handle whatever is presented to me. Setting aside one day a week to
see therapy clients is one consistent element of the practice at this time. Also Generally I
spend 60% of my time engaging in services as a psychological consultant for the state
and the rest of my time is divided between the other job duties.
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Alumni Spotlight
Clarissa Belle, Ph.D.
Tell us about your life outside of School Psychology.
I am the wife of an amazing partner, Mory Belle, and the mother of a phenomenal son,
MJ Belle. Mory and MJ are the grounding elements of my life and provide me with great
joy and peace. I am also very involved with my ministry, Now Faith Worship Center, and
within the church, I mentor children.
What advice would you give to current graduate students?
Focus on developing assessment, critical thinking, and communication skills. These are
critical skills that will prepare you to be a leader regardless of the environment you
choose to work.
What have been some of the most important lessons you have learned while in the
field? Challenges?
An important lesson I have learned is the reward and challenge of advocacy. As a school
psychologist, we often work with individuals from different disciplines. Unfortunately,
environments may not always be conductive to expanding beyond a particular way of
being and thinking. However, we cannot allow this to deter us from being an advocate
for children, families, the profession, and ourselves. Also understand that advocating can
come with a price. Therefore, I had to learn how to be strategic and also realize that
being an asset to the organization (i.e., being good at your job) provides greater
opportunities to impact change. I have been fortunate to work within environments
where I could act as an agent of change.
If you were in a position to hire, what would you look for in a school psychologist?
I am looking for someone that can think. This may seem like a flippant response.
However, I find that a lot of individuals want to engage in action with very limited
understanding of why. Schools are complex and school systems have to tackle the most
difficult issues facing our society. Therefore, we need leaders in our school that can
critically examine problems and provide innovative solutions. I feel the training of school
psychologist provide them with fundamental critical thinking skills.
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Alumni Spotlight
Clarissa Belle, Ph.D.
How has the field changed since you graduated?
Nationally school psychologist are being called upon to move beyond testing and
address mental health and social issues impacting schools. Also RTI and PBIS have grown
significantly. I am not sure if these trends are evident locally.
What's your favorite part of your job?
Autonomy and the ability to create the type of job and environment I desire.
What’s your favorite memory from the University of Kentucky?
This is a hard question. Graduate school was really really really hard. I don’t have a
favorite memory per say. When I initially read this question, I did not recall a particular
memory. All of my memories just jumbled together. As I tried to reflect upon my
experiences, I began to feel grateful. I am grateful for my mentors, Dr. Lynda BrownWright and Dr. Kenneth Tyler who helped shape my life and career. I am grateful for Ms.
Susan, Ms. Nancy, Ms. Penny, and Ms. Betty who always helped me find things and get
them in on time, I was a hot mess :-). Honestly, I was blessed to know so many great
professors and students. So, in this long rant, I figured out my favorite part of University
of Kentucky, the relationships I developed.
Favorite Quote- I was looking for quotes to put on my office wall, and I discovered this
quote. It is from a video game I know little about. However, the quote resonated with
me because it reminds me of resilience.
“I survived because the fire within burned brighter than the fire around me” Joshua
Graham

For even more information about the School Psychology program, visit our website:
https://2b.education.uky.edu/edp/school-psychology-overview/
And like us on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/pages/University-of-KentuckySchoolPsychology/1500205603560497?fref=ts
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